2006 ford taurus catalytic converter

Walker's OE replacement catalytic converters are rigorously engineered to deliver a perfect fit
and optimal performance. Established in , Walker is renowned in the automotive aftermarket for
manufacturing a ful Crafted in accordance to industry s We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to
the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Catalytic Converter part. Returns
Policy. See All. Recommended Use. Quantity Sold. Product Fit. Shop Ford Taurus Catalytic
Converter. Showing 1 - 15 of 53 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge.
Add to cart. Will NOT fit Duratec 24 valve engines. Part Number: DAV Part Number: M Part
Number: MHM. Part Number: WK Page 1 of 4 Showing 1 - 15 of 53 results. Featured Brands.
Reviews Questions, Answers. Not legal for use in California, Colorado, New York or Maine Easy
bolt-on Installation with no cutting, welding or bending required Stainless Steel Construction
Legendary Magnaflow quality, power, and sound Ceramic, honeycomb catalyst desi This direct
fit Evan Fischer State Legal Catalytic Converter is manufactured from high quality and durable
stainless steel catalytic case, aluminized steel tubing and heat shield for long lasting durability
and for better protection. Jun 14, Had issue with both rear and front cats. After having
purchased a cheaper rear catalytic converter, I decided to pay a little extra and get one from a
different manufacturer for the front cats. The quality of the rear cat I purchased previously was
questionable although it did fit. Welds were OK, but the paint job was very poor and seemed
cheaply made. These front cats looked MUCH better. Nice, clean welds. Everything fit nicely. I
was very hesitant to do the front cats myself, and my brother, who is a mechanic, said that they
don't mess with exhausts because they can be a pain to remove. They take them to a muffler
shop. After looking it over and to one-up my brother , it didn't seem too difficult. I wanted to
clean the intake anyway rough idle , so after removing that, it provided easy access to the rear
bolts Bank 1. Ended up breaking one of the old bolts, but I didn't care, since it broke off in the
old cat, which was being replaced. Hardest part was getting the old cat out with the broken bolt
sticking out , but removing the lower nut on the heat shield accessible behind the tire provided
enough room to leverage it out. The car needs to be jacked up fairly high to give enough room
to maneuver it around to get it out. New one slide in fairly easily with just a little twisting and
pushing. You'll just need to get new bolts for the front, since the original bolts are pressed into
the old cat, and the new one doesn't include bolts. Note that the front bolts are longer than the
rear bolts because they seal differently. The only other issue you may have is removing the
bolts connecting the rear cat. They will probably be very rusty. I had just replaced the rear cat,
so I already had new bolts in them. When replacing the rear cat, I had to take a grinder to the
bolts to get them off. You'll probably need new bolts for those also. Make sure you use lock
washers so the nuts don't spin off. Replacing the front cats should fix the P and P codes. You
can verify that it is the cat and not the O2 sensor by scanning the code, clearing the code, then
swap the two lower O2 sensors. When code reappears, have it scanned again. If the same code,
then it is a bad cat. If changed from P to P or the other way around, then it is a bad O2 sensor. If
the code is for Bank 1, then it will be the rear, lower O2 sensor. Bank 2 would be the front, lower
O2 sensor. Odds are, if only P or P are triggered, then it is a bad front cat, which this part will
fix. Note: I rated this a 5 for ease of installation because I assumed it would be very difficult for a
home mechanic. You MUST have some prior experience working on cars and have the proper
tools to do this. If you do, then it just takes a bit of time and elbow grease. Purchased on Aug
26, Jun 10, So far so good Recently I bought this product, so far so good Besides that, this
product is working good and save me a lot of bucks, fully recommended. Purchased on Jul 12,
Much better that OEM. By and large I am not a big fan of online purchases when it comes to
ordering auto parts. They are something that you really need WHEN you need them. But in this
case the wait was well worth it. My '02 Taurus had clogged catalytic convertors, and Ford
wanted a bundle to replace them. Fortunately, the car was, at least, usable before the
replacement. The parts arrived in good order, in less that a week. Welds were clean and the part
seemed to be every bit as good as the original. The necessary fittings were included. They also
had a sound warranty. The replacement is not easy, but it is do-able. That is due to Ford's
"better idea" and and not any fault of the product. I recommend doing some research online
before attempting a DIY. But you might be able to find a mechanic to put it on and still save
plenty. Purchased on Jan 30, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. P Code: HO2S Heater
Control Circuit Bank 1 Sensor 3 Newer car models determine oxygen content through heated
oxygen sensors in the exhaust system before and after the catalytic converter s. The
information supplied by the oxygen sensors helps the fuel system maintain the right air to fuel
ratio. Downstream oxygen sensors also help the PCM determine the efficiency of the. P O2
Sensor Circuit No Activity Detected Bank 1, Sensor 1 The Bank 1 portion of the code refers to
the side of the engine with the number one cylinder does not apply to engines with an inline
configuration. Sensor 1 refers to the upstream O2 sensor more about that below. The PCM

keeps track of the fuel mixture ratio through oxygen sensors in the exhaust system that
measure the amount of oxygen burned by the engine. There is an oxygen sensor positioned
before and after the catalytic. Harmful gases from the engine flow through the cat, where they
are transformed into water vapor and carbon dioxide. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with
Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain
Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. The catalytic converter is part of the exhaust system,
processing all exhaust leaving the engine before it can escape into the atmosphere. A bad or
clogged catalytic converter can ultimately lead to engine failure, so it's important to address the
issue promptly. However, having catalytic converter problems doesn't necessarily mean that
the converter has to be replaced. You may be able to fix your catalytic converter without
replacing it using one of the following methods. In your engine, fuel combines with oxygen in
the air, set off by a spark or the heat of compression. Ideally, this chemical reaction would result
in only motive energy, water vapor H2O , and carbon dioxide CO2. However, In real-world
driving conditions, the ideal is difficult to achieve, resulting in harmful emissions. The catalytic
converter uses precious metals and high heat to oxidize and reduce harmful emissions,
converting them into safer compounds like H2O, CO2, nitrogen N2. The "Italian Tune-Up" is a
common fix for a range of automotive problems, including a clogged catalytic converter.
Running a vehicle harder than usual for a few miles e. For example, if you typically fill your
vehicle with the cheapest low-octane fuel, try running your vehicle on a few tanks of
high-octane fuel. Adding one gallon of lacquer thinner to ten gallons of gas at your next refuel
may also be effective clearing out catalytic converter deposits. You can try either of these
methods in combination with the Italian Tune-Up method. You may need to fix other engine
problems in order to solve your catalytic converter problem. A lazy oxygen sensor might falsely
indicate a catalytic converter problem, yet not set a DTC for itself. A technician can determine if
the sensor is responding as it should. Other engine problems, such as fuel trim running too rich
or too lean, oil or coolant burning, or engine misfire problems could all lead to catalytic
converter contamination or premature failure. Depending on the extent of the damage already
done, fixing engine problems might save the catalytic converter from a meltdown. Exhaust leaks
are common and can skew oxygen sensor readings without setting other DTCs. Worn exhaust
gaskets and corroded flex pipes are two common issues that are significantly less expensive
and more effective than replacing a catalytic converter. Removing and cleaning the catalytic
converter is another potential fix. After removing the catalytic converter, use a pressure washer
to blast out any contaminants from the matrix. Be sure to flush the unit from both ends. Another
way to clean the catalytic converter is to soak it overnight in a combination of hot water and
degreaser or laundry detergent. This process takes longer but is necessary to dissolve the
deposits clogging up your catalytic converter. After washing or soaking, be sure to dry the
catalytic converter completely before reinstalling. Sometimes, the catalytic converter absolutely
needs to be replaced like if it's broken internally or melted down. If you have to replace your
catalytic converter, make sure it lasts as long as possible with these tips. Benjamin Jerew.
Benjamin Jerew is an ASE-certified Master Automobile Technician with over a decade of
experience in auto repair, maintenance, and diagnosis. Updated January 30, We have a Ford
Taurus, and we're pretty sure the Front Catalytic Converter is the problem it's hesitating, and
shaking. If you know of any videos, or anything like that. I've tried looking on the internet, with
no luck. If anyone can help, it'd be appreciated. Turn the ignition key on, and the scanner will
display the word "Read. Write the code or codes down and look for the corresponding
explanation of the codes, which is displayed in the form of a number, in the chart provided with
the scanner. If it states that sensor 1 or sensor 2 is not giving a proper signal, then the first one
is before the converter and the second after the converter. Correct the other codes first, then hit
"Erase" on the scanner to clear the codes, and recheck with the engine running to see if the
code comes back. If there were other codes, it is entirely possible that other issues caused the
mixture to be wrong, causing the computer to set a code for the oxygen sensor. Oxygen
sensors are not cheap and respond directly to the activity of the engine weather, good or bad,
with a corresponding signal. If the oxygen sensor code still shows up, go to Step 3. Raise and
support the vehicle on jack stands. Disconnect the wiring harness at the pig tail for the sensor.
Remove the oxygen sensor with the appropriate wrench or socket. Brush anti-seize compound
on the threads of the new sensor and tighten it in its socket on the vehicle. There is no need to
crank down on the sensor; just make sure it is tight. Plug the electrical connector into the new
oxygen sensor. Turn the key on and hit the "Erase" button on the scanner; it will turn the
"Check engine" light off on the dash and erase the code. It might help for those who mentioned
what engine you've got: the Taurus had three engines. You may have in general obtained the
three. Zero due to the fact it is essentially the most common. You also did not specify if it was
once the foremost or secondary cat. The fundamental cat below the oil pan may also be

changed with the aid of welding a new one in position. The secondary cat is a bolt in unit. Both
cat will also be spread out and have the substrate replaced, but probably the most within your
budget resolution is to just have a muffler save weld on a new normal converter. You will have
to additionally be aware of that the catalytic converter would not rob your engine of vigor from
excessive backpressure. The cat is stuffed with a honeycomb susbstrate where gases drift
straight by means of. Backpressure is induced with the aid of the muffler, and a bit little bit of it
is critical for the EGR to work adequately. The manufacturer's retail price for that cat is U. You
can probably find an after market one for under But I am "pretty sure" it's not the problem. To
change it you have to cut the old one out and weld the new one in on one end. If you get a
'direct fit" then there's a flange to bolt one end to the exhaust. It takes a couple of hours. But if it
is the cat Ford warranties them for 10 years. Are you sure it's not A Bad Fuel injector? I haven't
ran across any videos for the Ford.. Just curious as to why you feel its the Cat? Did you check
the PCM for Codes? Quickest and cheapest way to tell if its the cat.. If it stops then it is
something else. If not.. Luck is created and started in your own mind. You have to control your
mind in order to create lucky results. Trending News. Tiger Woods injured in one-car rollover
accident. Pat Sajak called out for mocking contestant. Top volleyball duo boycott country over
bikini ban. Do you know your privilege? An eye-opening lesson. Justice Thomas's election-case
dissent draws ire. Judd makes hour trek home after shattering leg. Remember, it's a model Ford
Taurus. Thank you in advanced. Answer Save. Front Catalytic Converter. How do you think
about the answers? You can sign in to vote the answer. John Stooos. Still have questions? Get
your answers by asking now. Check the current scrap catalytic converter prices from Rockaway
Recycling. Text or email us your pictures to get an exact quote. Ship your catalytic converters
and get paid! Come off of Volvo's, Honda's, Toyota's, and multiple other vendors. Exotic
catalytic converters are from foreign cars. These are generally found on larger Ford vehicles
like Eco-Vans and other similar sizes. Small sized cat from GM make vehicle. Larger sized cat
from GM make vehicle. Small size breadloaf catalytic. These cats are in between small foreign
catalaytic converters and foreign pre cats. Taken off a international scrap car. Will have a silver
plate on it with a arrow on it often times. A grade of a catalytic converter that are generally used
to remove dirt, dust, or other contaminants from diesel engines. Catalytic Prices View All. How
To Videos Learn more about different types, preparing your cats, and identifying them. Read
Our Reviews. Small foreign cat. Medium Foreign Cat. Medium cat from foreign cars. Large
Foreign Cat. Larger foreign sized cat. XL Foreign Cat. Foreign Pre-Cat. Smaller cat from foreign
cars. Exotic Cat. High Grade Domestic Cat. Off domestic cars. Pre-Domestic Cat. Torpedo Cat.
Small GM Cat. Large GM Cat. Small Breadloaf Cat. Large Breadloaf Cat. Larger sized cat. Small
Domestic Cat. Foreign Lite. Large Chrysler Cat. Regular Domestic Cat. Comes from domestic
cars. Bead Cat. Diesel Cat. Taken from a diesel engine. Half Cat. Aftermarket Cat. DPF Catalytic
Converter. AC Cats. Starters should be free of fluids. Resonators are used to help lessen the
noise that is coming out of the engine and exhaust. Aluminum Bumpers. Test with magnet. Car
Batteries. Lead-acid based batteries from vehicles. They will have Pb label on them. Brake
Rotors. Separated from brake drums and other parts. With steel attached to the outside. Clean
Brass Radiators. Free of steel sides and no coolant inside. Lead Wheel Weights. Small pieces
from inside wheel well, usually linked together. All Aluminum Rims. For the rubber tires to rest
on. Tires must be removed. O2 Sensors. Used inside of engines to help regulate the oxygen
flowing in and out. Wires need to be removed. Serial Number s - Optional Check corners, under
shields, and down pipes for numbers. Not all catalytic converters have numbers. You can
upload up to 20 files. To get a quote sooner, attach photos of any serial numbers and an
overhead pic of the catalytic converter s. The Information We Collect: Your privacy is important
to us, so when we collect your email addresses or information during the course of business,
we will not share your information with anyone for 3rd party use. The information will be used
internally only for web site traffic analysis. Third-party vendors, including Google, use cookies
to serve ads based on your prior visit to our website or other websites. You may opt-out of
personalized advertising by visiting Ads Settings. Alternatively, you can direct users to opt-out
of a third-party vendor's use of cookies for personalized advertising by visiting Copyright
Infringement: All the information and website content including, but not limited to; price
information, price charts, images, videos, and blogs are copyrighted authorship material of
Rockaway Recycling. Unauthorized use of this material can be subject to copyright laws and
infringement. See More Here. Rockaway Recycling Inc. Rockaway Recycling Inc accepts
environmental responsibility for our activities and processes. We are committed to sound
environmental practices and the prevention of pollution with the aim of attaining our
environmental goals and objectives. Furthermore, Rockaway Recycling Inc. This Policy is to be
communicated to all persons working for, or on behalf of, Rockaway Recycling Inc. It is agreed
this contract is entered into in the State of New Jersey and is to be construed and enforced

under and pursuant to the laws of the State of New Jersey. Seller may accept this Offer to
Purchase either by execution of the acknowledgment copy of the order set forth on the reverse
side hereof, or acceptable electronic transmission, or other expressions of acceptance
including shipment hereunder. Upon acceptance, this order shall constitute the entire
agreement between the parties. The contract resulting from the acceptance of this order shall
be construed and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the State of New Jersey. When
more than one class of goods is contained in a single delivery, the different lots must be
segregated according to classification. Regardless of the point of delivery, all material shall be
received subject to the acceptance of the ultimate consumer, with the weights and grading of
that consumer to govern. Seller further warrants that the metal scrap contains no radionuclide
or radioactive materials. If the material is rejected because of the presence of hazardous
substances, radionuclide, or radioactive materials, Rockaway Recycling shall have no
responsibility for or title to the rejected material. Seller shall have sole responsibility for, and
shall ensure, proper management of the material to prevent any release or threat of the release
of any such hazardous substances, radionuclide, or radioactive materials to the environment.
Seller agrees to assume any and all liability for such shipment or management, and any and all
liability resulting from the return or disposal of the rejected material. Seller shall furnish all
carrier identification numbers, such as railcar or barge or trailer including seal numbers if
sealed numbers to Rockaway Recycling upon loading. Any demurrage or other expenses
caused by the failure of Seller to furnish such information upon loading shall be paid by Seller.
Any data electronically transmitted pursuant to this contract will be as legally sufficient, binding
and enforceable upon the parties as a written signed paper document exchanged between the
parties, notwithstanding any legal requirement that the data be in writing or signed. No
assignment of this contract shall be made without prior written consent of the other party. Upon
sufficient notice by Seller prior to delivery, Seller shall have the right to be represented at the
weighing and grading of the materials. Weight shall be specified on the front of this contract.
The invalidity or unenforceability of any term of this contract shall not affect the validity
enforceability of the remainder of this contract or any of its other terms, and such other terms
shall be construed as though such invalid or unenforceable term was not included herein. Other
methods will not be reimbursed. Rockaway Recycling is not responsible or liable for lost
packages before arriving at our location. By contacting Rockaway Recycling for a quote, you
allow Rockaway Recycling to follow up with time-sensitive communications following your
request. By requesting a quote via text message, you are allowing Rockaway Recycling to keep
your phone number on file to follow up with your request with automated messages. Your
phone number will not be added to a subscription list that does not apply to your customer
request. Rockaway Recycling is not responsible for any fees or charges associated with any
text messages. By contacting Rockaway Recycling via email you are agreeing to be added to
our email subscription service, MailChimp for Catalytic Converter Scrap. Rockaway Recycling is
not responsible for any payment fees applied via PayPal. By communicating with Rockaway
Recycling via email, text, or phone, any information that may be exchanged will be made
available for official purposes if requested by authorities. This process can take business weeks
and once we have successfully refined and analyzed it, we will pay you for the recovery of the
precious metals found inside. We will not pay for material without an individuals driver's license
on file. What are your data protection rights? Rockaway Recycling would like to make sure you
are fully aware of all of your data protection rights. We may charge you a small fee for this
service. You also have the right to request iScrap App, Inc. If you make a request, we have one
month to respond to you. How do we use cookies? Rockaway Recycling uses cookies in a
range of ways to improve your experience on our website, including: Understanding how you
use our website Using for Third-Party Ads What types of cookies do we use? There are a
number of different types of cookies, however, our website uses: Functionality â€” Rockaway
Recycling uses these cookies so that we recognize you on our website and remember your
previously selected preferences. These could include what language you prefer and location
you are in. A mix of first-party and third-party cookies are used. Advertising â€” Rockaway
Recycling uses these cookies to collect information about your visit to our website, the content
you viewed, the links you followed and information about your browser, device, and your IP
address. Rockaway Recycling sometimes shares some limited aspects of this data with third
parties for advertising purposes. We may also share online data collected through cookies with
our advertising partners. This means that when you visit another website, you may be shown
advertising based on your browsing patterns on our website. How to manage cookies You can
set your browser not to accept cookies, and the above website tells you how to remove cookies
from your browser. However, in a few cases, some of our website features may not function as a
result. Privacy policies of other websites The Rockaway Recycling website contains links to

other websites. Our privacy policy applies only to our website, so if you click on a link to
another website, you should read their privacy policy. Personal Quote. How much is yours
worth? Small Foreign Cat Small foreign cat. Medium Foreign Cat Medium cat from foreign cars.
Large Foreign Cat Larger foreign sized cat. Foreign Pre-Cat Smaller cat from foreign cars.
Exotic Cat Exotic catalytic converters are from foreign cars. High Grade Domestic Cat Off
domestic cars. Small Breadloaf Cat Small size breadloaf catalytic. Large Breadloaf Cat Larger
sized cat. Foreign Lite These cats are in between small foreign catalaytic converters and foreign
pre cats. Regular Domestic Cat Comes from domestic cars. Diesel Cat Taken from a diesel
engine. Half Cat Half Cat. Aftermarket Cat Will have a silver plate on it with a arrow on it often
times. DPF Catalytic Converter A grade of a catalytic converter that are generally used to
remove dirt, dust, or other contaminants from diesel engines. Starters Starters should be free of
fluids. Resonator Resonators are used to help lessen the noise that is coming out of the engine
and exhaust. Aluminum Bumpers Test with magnet. Car Batteries Lead-acid based batteries
from vehicles. Dirty Brass Radiator With steel attached to the outside. Clean Brass Radiators
Free of steel sides and no coolant inside. Lead Wheel Weights Small pieces from inside wheel
well, usually linked together. All Aluminum Rims For the rubber tires to rest on. O2 Sensors
Used inside of engines to help regulate the oxygen flowing in and out. Are there actually 3
converters on my car and is he being honest about the cost and the repairs? Rowefast
answered 3 years ago. There looks like there could be 3 cats on there, and yes, 2 cats up front,
and one more in the pipe running out. Usually it is the front two cats. Kim answered 2 years ago.
GuruL answered about a year ago. Are th How many catalytic converters are on my 98 Ford
Taurus station wagon 3. I am looking for an interchangable parts guide for a Ford Taurus. I have
a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. How many catalytic converters are on a Ford
Taurus? Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Ford Taurus question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Ford Taurus Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop
wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Skip to main content Menu. Close
X. Call To Order: Catalytic Converter. Catalytic Converter and Pipe Assembly. Exhaust Clamp.
Exhaust Flange Stud and Nut. Exhaust Gasket. Exhaust Hanger. Exhaust Manifold. Exhaust
Manifold Hardware Kit. Exhaust Manifold Nut. Exhaust Pipe. Exhaust Pipe Gasket. Exhaust Pipe
to Manifold Gasket. Exhaust Resonator. Exhaust Resonator and Pipe Assembly. Exhaust
System Insulator. Tail Pipe. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control.
Cooling System. Diesel Injection. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel
Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. AP Exhaust. DIY Solutions. Eastern Catalytic.
Shop By Vehicle. Click to Enlarge. Product List Price:. Notes: C. Detailed Notes: C. B Certified
and legal for sale and use in California and New York. API Catalytic Converter. Davico Catalytic
Converter - Rear. Features: Direct Fit Replacement - Guaranteed to fit and function for your
specific application Quality Tested - built to a strict level of product standards. Shipping
Options: Free Ground Shipping. Eastern Catalytic Catalytic Converter - Center. Eastern Catalytic
Catalytic Converter - Front. Eastern Catalytic Catalytic Converter. Eastern Catalytic Catalytic
Converter - Rear. Catco Catalytic Converter - Front. Restrictions may apply in other states.
Check with your state authority for details. Catco Catalytic Converter - Rear. Bosal Catalytic
Converter - Front. Bosal Catalytic Conve
66 duramax serpentine belt diagram
pioneer deh 1900mp wiring diagram
460 ci
rter - Rear. Bosal Catalytic Converter. Walker Catalytic Converter - Front. Consult the
aftermarket converter regulations in your state for details. Walker Catalytic Converter - Rear.
Features: Optimal high technology washcoat formulated to deliver superior performance as
compared to EPA-compliant converters Utilizes a precise OE-style coating process to apply
catalyst material to the substrate, providing consistent performance for assured emissions
compliance Features stainless-steel body with aluminized pipe and heat shields for durability
Customizable design features expandable bushings for easy fitment. Walker Catalytic
Converter. AP Exhaust Catalytic Converter. Magnaflow Catalytic Converter - Front Left. Notes:
2in. Magnaflow Catalytic Converter - Rear. Magnaflow Catalytic Converter - Front. Davico
Catalytic Converter - Front. Eastern Catalytic August 12th, Posted by tonys. Catalog: A. Vehicle
Ford Taurus. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Ford Taurus. Catalog: P. Catalog: Q. Catalog: F.

